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English ( Reading and Writing) Maths Understanding the World 

Development Matters 
Beginning to be aware of the way stories are structured.

   Suggests how the story might end.

   Shows interest in illustrations and print in books and 

print in the environment.

   Describes main story settings, events and principal 

characters. 

Number song of the week 
5 Green bottles hanging on the Wall 
Count daily 1 to 12 
Counting back 5 to 0 

Development Matters 
Comments and asks questions about aspects of their 

familiar world such as the place where they live or the 

natural world. 

 

Vocabulary 
Environment      live      woods     beach     desert          
 

Learning Activity  
Talk about where we live?  
Make an animal park in Andy’s prehistoric animal 
park 

Development Matters 
   Compares two groups of objects, saying when they have 

the same number. 

Resources / Website links  
Cbeebies  - Andy’s prehistoric animal park 
 Vocabulary 

 more same less fewer   Vocabulary 
Book   Page   Cover    Title    Author 
Character     Setting     Events 
Writing    Picture 

Learning Activity 
Pictures of dinosaurs – which is more, which is 
fewer. Can we make the same number of 
dinosaurs in each area? Learning Activity 

To share a book at home. To talk about the 
different parts of the book – front cover, title, 
page, author 
Whilst reading the story point to where you are 
reading, where is the writing, where is the picture? 
After reading the book together talk about the 
characters in the story, the story setting, what 
happened in the story? 

Resources/Website links 
5 Green Bottles number rhyme 
Comparing groups of dinosaurs 
 

Resources/Website links 
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Phonic sounds for week – y w 
1 Fred talk weather 
2 Initial sounds cards 
3 Playing with words - syllables 
4 Fred talk toys 
5 Segmenting simple words 
  
Nursery Rhyme – Rub a Dub Dub Three Men in a 
Tub 
  
M Story – Dinosaurs Roar 
T Story – The Grufflo’s Child 
W Story – Dinosaurs Road 
Th Story – Hide and Seek Dinosaurs 
F Story – Harry and the Dinosaurs go to School 
 
https://dinosaurroar.com/dinosaurs/dinosaur-
roar/ 
 
Bug club – Town Truck Tyre’s for Ted 

 

Expressive Arts and Design  Communication and Language  Physical Development 
Development Matters 
Sings a few familiar songs. 

Development Matters 
   Uses intonation, rhythm and phrasing to make the 

meaning clear to others.

   Builds up vocabulary that reflects the breadth of their 

experiences.

   Beginning to use more complex sentences to link 

thoughts (e.g. using and, because).

Development Matters 
 •Moves freely and with pleasure and confidence in a 

range of ways, such as slithering, shuffling, rolling, 

crawling, walking, running, jumping, skipping, sliding and 

hopping. 

Vocabulary 
Sing     Song    Rap    Names of dinosaurs 
Prehistoric    Brigade 

Vocabulary 
Names of dinosaurs 
Parts of a dinosaur 
Neck   legs    teeth    head    tail    feet   tusks 
Spikes     claws    eyes    body    horns    talons 
Names of colours 

Vocabulary 
Move    slither    stomp    fly    run    
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Long   short    big    small   tall   short    fat   thin 
Spiky    prickly    sharp   

Learning Activity  
Learn the song Prehistoric Animal Brigade 
Join in with the prehistoric rap. 

Learning Activity  
Talk about the different dinosaurs. To use simple 
sentences to describe the dinosaurs. 

Learning Activity  
Moving around like dinosaurs 
 

Resources / Website link 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bENtOFR66YY 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/watch/playlist-
andys-prehistoric-raps?collection=playlist-
collection 
 

Resources / Website links 
Dinosaur pictures 
https://dinosaurroar.com/dinosaurs/dinosaur-
roar/ 
 
  

Resources / Website link 
https://youtu.be/n1HT7CWG7F8 
 
https://youtu.be/qBO8jLLp5wY 
 
Dinosaur Roar colouring sheets 
https://dinosaurroar.com/wp-
content/uploads/2020/09/Dinosaur-Roar-Colour-
in_01.pdf 
https://dinosaurroar.com/wp-
content/uploads/2020/09/Dinosaur-Roar-Colour-
in_02.pdf 
 

Personal and Social Development  Communication and Language Group Time 
Development Matters 

   Begins to accept the needs of others and can 
take turns and share resources, sometimes with 
support from others. 

M - remember two items, repeat two words 
T-remember two items, repeat two words 
W- use big/small, colours red green yellow  
T- ing endings, joining 3 words 
F- as thurs  

Monday – Personal, Social and Emotional 
Development, Literacy 
Introduce turn taking game 
Story language 
Dinosaur colouring 
  
Tueday – Communication and Language 
Look at the pictures of the dinosaurs in our story 
Dinosaurs Roar! Talk about the different parts of 
the dinosaur – introduce new vocabulary. 
Describe the dinosaurs using simple sentences 
  
Wednesday – Expressive Arts and Design 
Teach the children the song prehistoric animal 

Vocabulary 
Share   Take turns  
 

Learning Activity  
Dinosaur matching game 
 

Resources / Website links  
Dinosaur game 
Other dinosaur turn taking games 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bENtOFR66YY
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/watch/playlist-andys-prehistoric-raps?collection=playlist-collection
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/watch/playlist-andys-prehistoric-raps?collection=playlist-collection
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/watch/playlist-andys-prehistoric-raps?collection=playlist-collection
https://dinosaurroar.com/dinosaurs/dinosaur-roar/
https://dinosaurroar.com/dinosaurs/dinosaur-roar/
https://youtu.be/n1HT7CWG7F8
https://youtu.be/qBO8jLLp5wY
https://dinosaurroar.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Dinosaur-Roar-Colour-in_01.pdf
https://dinosaurroar.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Dinosaur-Roar-Colour-in_01.pdf
https://dinosaurroar.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Dinosaur-Roar-Colour-in_01.pdf
https://dinosaurroar.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Dinosaur-Roar-Colour-in_02.pdf
https://dinosaurroar.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Dinosaur-Roar-Colour-in_02.pdf
https://dinosaurroar.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Dinosaur-Roar-Colour-in_02.pdf
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 brigade. Introduce Andy’s dinosaur raps on 
cbeebies 
  
Thursday – Maths  
Comparing different groups of dinosaurs 
  
Friday – Understanding the world 
Physical Development 
Where do we live? What can we see?  
Looking at Andy’s dinosaurs. Look at the different 
habitats for the dinosaurs.  
Dinosaur movements – Can you move like a 
dinosaur? 


